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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the problem of modest high-density low-rise housing design for a
site in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It considers first the general changes in housing
demand and the housing industry which have made it necessary to re-evaluate the tradi-
tional solution of the detached single-family home in the suburbs. It then analyzes
townhouse and apartment design as appropriate for the site and sets performance criteria.
Critical to the success of a neighborhood design is the creation of workable, attractive
street network and parking layout. There problems are examined and street performance
criteria set. Also important for a modest housing scheme is the image of the buildings
project to the surrounding community. Photographs of numerous examples of old and new
housing forms already existing in Greater Boston are accompanied by a discussion of the
uses of different materials. Finally the context of the site in East Cambridge and the
major transformations now underway in the area are discussed and a program set for the
site, followed by drawings of the design scheme.
Thesis supervisor: Tunney Lee
Title: Associate Professor of Architecture and Urban Planning
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Introduction to the Problem
Recent social and economic changes are making it
increasingly infeasible for many Americans to
own the typical suburban house that is so
central to the "American Dream." This thesis
explores an alternative form of housing: low-
rise, high-density townhouses and apartments
in an urban setting. In particular, it makes
some recommendations for certain key design
problems: street networks, variation in
buildings and facades, and parking organization.
The form of houses and the expectations of
their occupants are slow to change for a
number of reasons. The need for shelter from
the elements and the pattern of domestic acti-
vities have remained reasonably constant for
generations. The construction of a single
dwelling unit in this country requires
considerable organization, labor, materials and
skills, as well as a large outlay of funds. To
repay this investment, the product must retain
its resale value for several decades at least.
The house building industry is ridden with risks
and must incorporate vastly complex adaptions to
the legal, climatic and traditional requirements
of different localities. Unfortunately, once
built, a house may prove unable to accommodate
changing conditions and tastes: houses cannot
normally be transferred if site locations prove
inappropriate to radically different uses.
Clearly there is every incentive to build the
same tried-and-true design-types instead of
trying to launch innovative designs. Determin-
ing whether residents are satisfied with the
products of the housing industry can be
exceedingly complex:
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'When a family goes into the market
place to look for a home, they really
typically do not have free choice.
Yet the way they choose is then
taken by a marketing expert and read
as a matter of preference...'
(Howell, in Schmertz:1979, p.98)
Housing consumers may not have any choice, but
the traditional judgment of a house type has
always been a financial one: designs and layouts
which have proved sellable are repeated every-
where to form the fabric of American cities and
towns, and have become indelible mental images
of "home."
Building conditions and housing demand have
clearly been changing over the past decade in
this country. Combined recession and inflation
have pushed up the cost of housing for everyone:
"housing affordibility is the issue of the
'eighties. " (Dorman: 1981, p.A-75; Frieden:
1977) Growth of real income has slowed; invest-
ors have further bid up house prices at a time
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other investments may be less secure. Construc-
tion costs are up; labor costs are rising with
inflation, and "lumber, poured concrete and
insulation prices are expected to increase
dramatically. Framing lumber may escalate 300
per cent by 1985." (Dorman: 1981, p.A75) Once a
house is purchased it costs more to run and
maintain both inside and out. The effects of
inflation and rent control are making it near
impossible to build rental property for a profit.
Widespread homeownership, a fundamental feature
of American life for the past four decades, is
threatened by these developments. The typical
single-family detached home in the suburbs is
becoming in many ways unaffordable.
Among rising costs, that of energy has gone up
disproportionately and calls for particular
attention. The detached suburban home is in-
efficient to heat and cool:
It is assumed that energy use in a
single-family detached home is 100
units of energy per year, then the
estimated average use for a town-
house would be about 80 units, for
an apartment about 60 units and for
an apartment in a high-rise building
about 50 units.
(NAHB: 1978, p.15)
Detached homes are doubly wasteful of energy if
they are located far from employment and services
necessitating continuous use of car trans-
portation.
Between 1950 and 1974 the metro-
politan population of this country
grew by 79 per cent; but during
the same years the growth in metro-
politan land area in square miles
grew by 97 per cent. This has
caused a tremendous increase in
average daily vehicle miles.
(E. Grier in Schmertz: 1979, p.101)
Concurrently the value of land is changing, both
absolutely, as a result to inflation and de-
creased supply, and psychologically, as low-
density suburban sprawl transforms meadows into
"little boxes made of ticky-tacky."
Perhaps the most interesting change in the last
decade has been demographic.
Today in the United States... only
7 per cent of existing families are
traditional families in which the
man is the sole wage earner and the
woman the full time mother and
homemaker.
(Schmertz: 1979, p.97)
Families have fewer children and there are more
smaller households of unmarried singles, couples
without children, divorcees, and elderly living
alone. (Friedan: 1977; Gers: 1978) House
design based primarily on the nuclear family
with young children is increasingly inappro-
priate in many cases.
Finally there is the question of suburban living.
Energy crisis or no, it takes time to keep up
the gardens, lawns and sprawling houses, and to
drive all that way to shop and work. It is not
clear that suburbia necessarily represents a
higher quality of living, with its emphasis on
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independence and seclusion from neighbors and
commercial activities.
These changes, and the success of some recent
housing schemes, suggest that more compact,
attached units, built at higher densities, will
become increasingly common.
... Smaller units are inevitable
because of building costs and
because of energy requirements.
Studies have shown that buyers
will accept smaller spaces.
(Dorman: 1981, p.A75)
In 1973, Carl Norcross wrote a book called
Townhouses and Condominiums: Residents' likes
and dislikes in which he concluded that "there
is a close relationship between density and
satisfaction: the lower the density, the higher
the satisfaction." (Norcross: 1973, p.9) The
study was in fact a positive plug for the more
luxurious versions of these higher density
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design types, and the ulterior motive was clearly
to promote quality building as a better way of
making a profit than simply packing units onto
a site. In 1977, in a thorough analysis of The
Nation's Housing: 1975 to 1985, Friedan still
found weak buyer demand for smaller, more
modest dwelling units. (Friedan: 1977, p.110)
However, further research and post-occupancy
evaluation in Canada in 1975 set forth a number
of reasons why higher density, multi-family
developments might offer attractive alternatives
to living in suburban homes. These included
freedom from extensive yard maintenance,
decreased energy costs, greater security, and
wider choice of neighbors and friends. (Beck,
Rowan and Teasdale: 1975) In 1979, a study of
37 HUD-assisted housing schemes ranging in
density from 6 to 163 units per acre, concluded
... from the results of our analysis
that both high and low densities can
be satisfactory when a development
is adequately designed and managed.
... density, as such, was not
associated with satisfaction with
'living here.'
(United States HUD: 1979, p.5-2)
wall footage and avoidance of unnecessary cor-
ners or offsets; and 3) simple 2-plane gable
roofs without hips, valleys or level changes.
(NAHB Construction: 1978, p. 36-7)
Higher density development and smaller units
should begin to keep down the cost per unit.
In general, low rise construction is less
expensive than high rise, even more so if no
elevators are required. Wood frame construction
is inexpensive; the greater mass of masonry and
poured or precast concrete elements provides
superior acoustic isolation. In terms of energy
cost, windows lose the most heat (41.3%); then
basement walls (29%), followed by ceilings,
above grade walls and doors (below 10% each).
(NAHB Energy: 1978, p.17) The National Associa-
tion of Home Builders recommends: 1) dimensional
coordination using a 2' or 4' module to reduce
labor and material wastage; 2) minimum exterior 9
This thesis is an investigation of a high
density housing design system for a site in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The target density is
30 dwelling units per acre, just within the
range in which low-rise buildings and a
reasonable percentage of off-street parking
spaces begins to be difficult to organize well.
The design follows these rules:
1) buildings are to be low-rise, 2- to 4-stories
walkup, 2) all buildings and entrances are to be
oriented to an outdoor street network, 3) a high
proportion of the units will have assigned
parking spaces provided on site, and
4) construction will be as low-technology and as
simple as possible to permit sufficient variety
and still keep costs low.
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Townhouse Design
'The suburban housing form has been
locked into the same basic builder's
colonial now for the past decade.
The only hopeful sign has been the
generation of townhouse developments.'
(Gutman in Schmertz: 1979, p.101)
A townhouse is an attached single-family home
with a ground floor entry. Rows of townhouses
are a familiar form of housing in this country
in urban areas which have high land prices.
They were commonly built from colonial times
right up until the beginning decades of the
20th Century, but were then abandoned in the
rush to build suburban homes linked by commuter
highways to city centers. (Engstrom: 1979)
Townhouses are a less expensive form of building
than detached houses in almost every way.
Common foundations and service infrastructure
mean a lower construction cost per unit. A
rowhouse has only two outside walls per unit.
Boston Rowhouse plans and dimensions
(MIT Department of Architecture: 1980, D. 24)
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"Urban renewal" townhouses on Chicago's neai
North Side
(Thompson: 1975, p. 45)
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Generally speaking, exterior walls are more
expensive to construct because they must be made
of materials durable enough to shed rain and
weather changes of temperature and moisture.
Exterior walls also lose heat, so that the
smaller the exposed surface area, the more
energy-efficient the unit. There is little heat
loss through the common walls a row house shares
with its neighbors. Roofing costs can be
minimized by including several units, perhaps
even an entire block, under the same roof config-
uration. Finally a townhouse has no side yards;
this normally permits layout at a higher density
and therefore a lower land cost per unit.
A townhouse unit represents the middle ground
between a separate house and an apartment. As
detached homes become less and less affordable,
the townhouse frequently represents an acceptable
alternative for homeownership, a critical element
of community stability. (Norcross: 1973;
Engstrom: 1979) It retains, in a diminished
form, the territorial independence of a detached
house, with its own small front entry and back
yard, although the privacy of these must be
safeguarded with particular care by designers.
A townhouse can be an acceptable transitional
substitute for people who think in terms of
detached homes for raising families. For
instance, a couple, either childless or with
infants, might purchase a townhouse as a
stepping stone to a suburban home. Similarly
an older couple whose children have left home
might prefer a house-like unit which requires
less maintenance than a large detached house
and yard. (Beck, Rowan and Teasdale: 1975)
Because townhouses have many outside entries in
close proximity it is possible, and usually
necessary, to create communal areas, courts or
Moderate Income Housing
Bolton Square, Baltimore, Maryland
"...the brick is a dark burgundy in color, the
mortar a dark grey, the roofs are slate and all
of the trim and doors are painted black. The
structures are wood frame..."
(Thompson: 1975) p. 126-7)
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3 BEDROOM DESIGN
FIRST FLOOR
SECOND FLOOR
--- iil
Three-story, back-to-back townhouses
(Engstrom: 1979, p. 112)
Ely Park Housing, Binghampton, New York
(Thompson: 1975, p. 90)
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streets from which all neighbors come and go.
Increased contact is likely to encourage recog-
nition of those who belong, and greater security
against unwanted intrusions. Residents have a
larger choice of friends among their neighbors,
perhaps more playmates for their children.
There is potential in higher density development
for separate vehicular and pedestrian routes,
creating greater safety for all and especially
greater freedom for children to roam from their
houses. It is also possible to build and main-
tain communal leisure facilities such as play-
grounds and swimming pools due to the combining
of residents' resources. (Norcross: 1973; Beck,
Rowan and Teasdale: 1975; Engstrom: 1979)
Illustrated are some recent and unusual examples
of townhouse design in Maryland, Connecticut,
Illinois, and New York, showing a range of
possibilities for this housing form.
PRIVATEREAR FHGH FENCE TOWNHOUSE TYPES A& B
r
WANTS CAR
IN FRONTOF
HOUSE
Low Income Housing (Z1.B LLnits per acre)
Canterbury Garden, New Haven, Connecticut
(Thompson: 1975, p. 101)
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Boston Triole Decker plans and dimensions
(MIT Department of Architecture: 1980, p. 17)
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In light of this discussion, it is interesting
to consider the prevalent form of high density
housing in Boston and Cambridge, the "triple-
decker," as it compares to the rowhouse form.
Because it can have windows on four sides, the
triple-decker can incorporate more inhabitable
rooms per floor. There is air and some daylight
for bathrooms, kitchens and stairwells. However,
the view from more than half of these rooms is
directly into the windows of the adjacent house
or else of a blank wall some 8 to 10 feet away.
The gap between the numerous triple-decker
houses in East Cambridge makes them psycho-
logically more like detached suburban homes.
Triple deckers tend to blend in well with the
single family homes in the area, in fact it is
frequently difficult to determine the number of
units in a given house structure. This has the
positive effect of making the density of dwel-
lings per acre seem lower. There is clearly a
strong precedent set for building new housing in
the area in a detached form reminiscent of
single-family homes. This has been done, at the
request of local residents, with success in the
nearby Harwell Homes project where each "house"
is two units sharing a party wall.
I
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Site Plan, Harwell Homes
Windsor and Columbia Streets, Cambridge
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However, the intention of this thesis is to try
to achieve the highest reasonable density and
the lowest cost for an urban site. East Cam-
bridge is not a suburb however much its resi-
dents may wish it were. A significant amount of
land is required to provide an 8 to 10 foot gap
between every other unit. The spatial quality
in the gaps is minimal, the exterior surfacing
of the walls is expensive, sound tends to re-
flect between the walls, and of course each wall
loses heat. Attached houses are simpler to
build and heat, and the feeling of separation
can surely be quite vividly given by generous
22-foot frontages, individual stoops and storage
sheds, strongly articulated party walls, and by
stepping groups of townhouses along the row.
Back-to-back "quadruplex" designs are considered
problematic for other reasons. It might be
thought that they represent an energy efficient
way of combining units while retaining some
individual relationship between the unit and the
adjoining outdoor space. The problem is that,
by definition, the building must have at least
two equally public sides, necessitating far too
much duplication of surfacing and infrastructure.
Discrete, pavilion-type buildings like quadra-
plexes are in many ways incompatible with hiqh
density street desiqn which usually subsumes
building shape into a nearly continuous built
street facade. (Ellis in Anderson: 1978)
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"Eightplex" design, Irvine, California Six-unit Townhouse Building(Gerardi: 1979, p. 62) (Engstrom: 1979, p.112)
High density developments are not necessarily an
inevitable and dismaying reduction in the
American standard of living. The housing units
are smaller, less costly, and more crowded, to
be sure. However, they suggest a different
style of living - still private, but more
communal - which for many is an attractive al-
ternative to the splendid isolation of the
suburbs. 21
Townhouses: Performance Criteria
Goal: Privacy within and next to unit
Criteria:
-Outsiders should not be able to see into unit
-Passers-by should not walk next to facade
-Backyards should not be overlooked by neiqhbors
-Residents should not be able to hear neiqhbors
through walls
-Visitors should only be directed to front
entrance
Pattern:
-First floor level to be raised 3 feet above
sidewalk level
-Entrance stoop to be wide (8 feet) to add
emphasis to front door and to extend 8 ft out
from facade
-Second floor party walls to have slat screens
to block view of adjoining back yard
-Party walls to be heavy bearing cross walls
-Front door to be recessed/bay window to project22
Goal: Territoriality
riteria:
-It should be possible to be aware of outdoor
street life from within the unit
-Private outdoor space should be linked to an
interior living space
-Residents should be able to "control" front yard
-Unit should look like a separate house
Pattern:
-Dining room/kitchen to have bay window on street
-Living room to have door on to patio and back
yard
-Entrance stoop to be 8 ft x 8 ft with space for
sitting; small space in front of bay window
to be available for flowers, hedge or sitting
-Separating party walls to be emphasized on
facade
-Same pitch used to roof rows, window projections
and storage sheds, to give a repeating home-
like image
Goal: Family Life
Criteria:
-It should be possible to have both quiet
(Parents) and noisy (children) living spaces
downstairs on ground level
-Townhouses should have immediate access to out-
door spaces appropriate for children of
different ages
-The back yard should be large enough for a
small garden, toddlers' play or sitting out
on the patio
Pattern:
-Kitchen to be part of a large, closable dining
room; living room to be separate; units to
have 3 or 4 bedrooms upstairs
-Primary entrance to be directly on street
secondary entrance into walled back yard
-Minimum back yard depth to be 25 feet
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Goal: Convenient and secure use of car
Criteria:
-Car to be adjacent to unit and visible from
within
Pattern:
-Unit to have assigned parking space next to
back gate in enclosed parking court
Goal: Minimum exterior maintenance
-Walls around areas of high activity to be
especially resistant to impact and dirt
-No exterior painting should be required
-It should be possible to keep yard work to a
minimum
Pattern:
-First floor cladding to be primarily brick;
natural weathered clapboard above can be
stained or painted differently if desired
-Walled garden to be 22 by 25 feet; small planter
-City to clean streets and tend street trees
25
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Goal: Variation / Expression of individuality
Criteria:
-Differences in unit types should be obvious
from facades and rooflines
-Front entrances to be clearly differentiated
-Rows of townhouses should not be much longer
than dimensions of old houses in neighborhood
-Individual units to work together as a group
composition as well
Pattern:
-Facade system should permit a variety of
windows, projections and roofs
-Units to be staggered, maximum of 4 townhouses
in one alignment
-End units to have side entry for basement
rental unit
-Masonry party walls to be emphasized on facade
-Roofline to incorporate changing height and
edge conditions
26
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Apartment Design
An apartment is a small living unit, one of many
in a larger building. It is usually accessed
from a lobby or corridor and generally has no
private outdoor space other than a balcony. The
apartment building is the typical economic
answer to high-density housing requirements.
Basic apartment plans are repeated around an
access route and this floor plan is itself
repeated vertically to form an elevator tower.
Tower solutions may be efficient to design and
construct, but they require either a large land
area or an expensive underground structure if
resident parking is to be accommodated. Apart-
ment units in monolithic tower developments
usually lose any relationship to the existing
street network; their large parking lots and
disproportionate heights fragment the coherence
of the s'treet.
0_
EFFICIENCY UNIT
Single bedroom unit, Housing for the United
States Embassy Staff in Tokyo, Japan
(Architectural Record: 1958, p. i30)
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Plaza Square, St. Louis
(Jensen: 1966, p. 225)
Lee Apartments, Salem Oregon
(Architectural Record, 1958, p. 83)
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The use of prototypes is especially
useful in the design of housing
because housing lends itself readily
to systematic, typological study...
Although housing would seem to
embrace almost unlimited possible
variations, in fact there are not
many basic organizational possi-
bilities and each housing type can
be categorized fairly easily.
(Sherwood: 1979, p.2)
Some examples of apartment building layout
illustrate ways in which designers have typical-
ly clustered units and located stairs in an
effort to provide convenient and economical
corridor configurations. Clearly the problem
is to have a variety of units and to prevent
corridors from becoming too monotonous. All
units above second story level must have access
to two escape stairs, although this can some-
times be circumvented with balconies which would
allow passage between two apartments in the
event of fire. If there is a lobby it must be
located reasonably centrally for all units and
in keeping with the exterior traffic pattern of
the neighborhood.
In an apartment building the public realm does
not stop at the front doors. The entrance lobby
and corridors serve the same communal function
between apartments as the street does between
townhouse stoops. If the lobby area looks out
onto the street it can be both a "living room"
for the apartment "house" residents and their
link to the street life of the larger develop-
ment. Access stairs and corridors need not be
dismal. A spacious sky-lit stairwell can make
a pleasant vertical atrium space through which
residents come and go. If an extra space margin
is allowed for corridors, they can incorporate
jogs and changing widths. Door entrances can be
recessed and staggered, so as not to face
neighbors opposite, to give unit entries addi-
tional privacy. Plan, Northpoint Apartments
San Francisco, California
(Thompson: 1975, p. 15)
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For this project the idea is to incorporate some
apartment units into a low-rise predominantly
townhouse scheme, and to maintain their relation
to the street network. Each apartment building
on the site will increase the density of units
per acre and the number of parking spaces need-
ed. It will also provide a nucleus of increased
pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Apartment
buildings will be 3 or 4 stories, that is, as
high as possible without incurring the added
expense of elevators. These larger buildings
- Jcan be used to articulate the rows of smaller
townhouses. Apartment buildings will line
Portland Street at the edge of the existing
neighborhood and thoroughfare.
John J. Cochran Garden Apartments for the St.
Louis Housing Authority
(Architectural Record: 1958, p. 98)
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Goal: Units to be suitable for couples, singles
and elderly
Criteria:
-Space requirements are smaller than for town-
houses
-Outdoor spaces and indoor spaces outside units
are shared by all; an apartment cannot have
the same claims on adjacent territory that
a townhouse does
Pattern:
-Units are mostly 1- and 2-bedroom, with a joined
living room/dining room
-No units have backyards: in back of the build-
ing are plantings, parking, and the rear
entries to ground floor units, to escape
stairs, and to the lobby
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Goal: A sense of community
Criteria:
-Apartments should be knitted together into a
whole building; units should center on lobby
-Units appropriate for the elderly should not be
too isolated from communal spaces
-The building form and the pattern of pedestrian
and vehicular traffic should reinforce the
street networks set up by the townhouse layout
-Apartment buildings and townhouses should form
a coherent neighborhood fabric; their respec-
tive residents should not be segregated in
different zones of the site.
Pattern:
-Apartment buildinqs will run the width of the
blocks along Portland Street; townhouses will
predominate along lengths of blocks, in side
streets
-Apartment lobbies will have bay windows onto
the street and will be located as centrally as
possible for all apartments; there should be
numerous small apartments on the ground floor
off the lobby suitable for the elderly
-Apartment buildings should accentuate the
corners of the rowhouse blocks with heavier
materials, greater building volume and in-
creased height
-Most ground floor units on the Portland Street
edge will have entries from the street or the
parking court
-Apartment building entrances should have
stoops, larger versions of the townhouse w
a)
stoops, with adjoining ramps.
0
0-
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Goal: Privacy
Criteria:
-Residents should not be able to hear their
neighbors through walls or floor
-Passers-by should not see into units
-The public entrance lobby should be evident
from the outside for visitors
-Corridor doors should be as separate from
other units as possible
Pattern:
-Apartment buildings to have heavy structure
for acoustic isolation: masonry walls and
pre-cast concrete plank floors
-Ground floor level to be up 3 feet; lobby floor
accentuated with large stoop and roof over
-Apartment entries should not face each other.
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Goal: Individuality / variation
Criteria:
-The apartment building image should suggest the
many small units of which it is made
Pattern:
-There should be a variety of bay windows,
balconies, and recesses
-Duplex units can occur at corners on the third
floor; this will increase corner height to
4 stories
-The facade system should permit varied
windows.
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Streets and Parking
The street is the fundamental element of a neigh-
borhood. It is the connector between the
typically passive, sheltered residential area
and the productive centers of the city. A
purely residential neighborhood cannot be
self-sufficient; it is dependent upon exterior
commercial activities for the livelihood of its
residents. Like the cells of an organism,
each dwellinq unit must have an access point on
the public circulatory system which leads,
eventually, out of the neighborhood.
Marney Street off Portland Street
However streets have many characteristics and
form links in other ways than directionally
along their length, from one point to
another:
The intermediate position of streets
in the environment, intersecting 43
public and private, individual and
society, movement and place, built
and unbuilt, architecture and plan-
ning, demands that simultaneous
attention be given to people, the
physical environment, and their
numerous interrelations.
(Anderson: 1978, p.1)
Within the neighborhood the street does not
necessarily lead to a specific point. It may
well end in a cul-de-sac, dead end or parking
lot. It is within the neighborhood, where the
through-traffic intensity is minimal, that the
transverse nature of the street transcends the
rapid directional traffic of the major arteries.
The dwellings on one side of the street face
those opposite across an area that can become a
public forum. If all coming and going occurs
in this zone, then the casual encounters between
residents permit a nearly effortless familiarity
with the others who share the environment. This
provides security, frequently a sense of belong-
ing, sometimes even friendships. The front of
44
the house, or the front door, or the entrance
lobby are clearly situated to be the threshold
between this outdoor public area and the dwell-
ing unit where the resident belongs and which
he alone controls.
... the persistent prophesies of
the end of the street's function
as a locus of human communication
have not been fulfilled. Nor has
the invention of movies, the
telephone, or television radically
altered the need for the casual
encounter as the essential element
of human contact.
(Rykwert in Anderson: 1978, p.22)
Such a public forum clearly represents a very
delicate balance of elements and activities, one
that is frequently out of kilter. An apartment
tower, surrounded by parking lots, on a major
traffic route is a street out of balance.
Vehicular traffic and the storage of vehicles
have been allowed to dominate the outdoor space
at the expense of pedestrians. The dwelling
units in the complex have retreated in on them-
selves; there may at most be a spacious lobby
and perhaps a turning loop where residents catch
taxi cabs. But the building has become an
isolated point in a swirl of traffic.
The reaction to this would be a typical "housing
project" of a high density of units surrounded
by courts and playgrounds far from the dangers
of passing cars, or a pedestrian court in a new
suburban development which represents an attempt
to return the street to foot traffic.
While separation of high-speed
movement from pedestrian activity
may be obviously necessary, total
separation is often harmful to
street activity.... the success of a
purely pedestrian domain of open
space is dependent upon getting the
pedestrians there and establishing
the conditions that will keep them
there.
(Ellis in Anderson: 1978, p.134-6)
A residential street must allow easy access out
to those centers on which its residents depend.
If there is no public transport and cars are the
usual mode of travel, as is so often the case in
this country, then cars must be integrated into
the street activity or it will die. The key is
to control vehicular traffic and not to pretend
it does not need to exist.
A third example is the wide suburban street: far
removed from the traffic generated by commercial
centers, with plenty of space to park and huge
setbacks with ample planting space and privacy.
The image of the good life, American style. Why
is it that suburban streets are so often called
Somethingorother Drive? It is very easy for the
level of activity in a spacious suburb to be-
come so low that residents must drive everywhere,
to work, to shop, to play. The casual encount-
ers are not between people, but between cars.
Residents walk from door to car out of ear shot,
sometimes out of sight of each other. Clearly
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a street requires a certain intensity of
activity. Units can not be completely autono-
mous. Services and commercial activities should
not necessarily be excluded by zoning from any
residential streets since they may well provide
necessary functions for the residents within
walking distance. However, like cars, commerce
must not be allowed to dominate the residential
street scene.
On the other hand, the final example would be
a typical inner city street, say of rowhouse
apartment buildings. Front planters contain
dying flowers and litter; each door leads to
five or six apartments. The streets are clogged
with parked cars, and the hallways with bicycles
which are periodically stolen. Too much activi-
ty, too close together will create too many
impossible conflicts between users of the same
space. Density of units on the street must be
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based on careful space requirements for each
unit and its entry, for the storage of cars
and street-related equipment near enough to be
used in the street. Furthermore, each unit or
building must have enough breathing space to
give it privacy and territoriality:
The unmediated passage between
private and public, which is such
a common feature of the twentieth
century street, seems to violate
the primary condition of social
intercourse in an urban mileu,
which was previously assured by
some form of public/private
intermediate area: porch, gate,
cortile, colonnaded street.
(Rykwert in Anderson: 1978, p.16)
Street Design: Performance Criteria
Goals: Access / Creation of a Public Forum
Criteria:
-Allow all kinds of vehicles to pass through,
including deliveries, moving vans, snow plows
- Allow for play, sitting, casual encounters
-Ensure good sun exposure
-Decorate street elements for emphasis
-Ensure handy storage of toys, tools, bicycles
Pattern:
-One-way car lane to be 12 ft wide; 9 ft park-
ing or stopping spaces on one side
-Minimum sidewalk width to be 8 ft from facade
-Street trees to be framed by seating to protect
trees and to provide summer shade for sitting
-East-west streets to be 50 ft wide between
house facades; 70 ft between apartments
-Townhouses to have 8x4 ft sidewalk storage shed
large enough for bicycles 47
Goal: Variation
Criteria:
-"Streetscape" to change continually along
length
Pattern:
-Street direction to be at angle to building
geometry
-Stagger buildings, vary rhythm of window pro-
jections, roof heights, sidewalk widths
Goal: Display and territoriality
Criteria:
-Residents should be able to differentiate their
front yards from those of neighbors
-Passers-by should be kept away from facades
Pattern:
-All entries to have projecting stoops
-4x10 ft planters in front of townhouses48
Goal: Pedestrian safety and resident security
Criteria:
-Allow easy access for emergency vehicles
-Protect children playing, pedestrians by
controlling car traffic
-Discourage access to private areas of site
Pattern:
-Cars to be confined to a narrow, one-way lane
by curbs, and planters
-Cars parked in parking courts to be concealed
from public view and accessible to residents
with key only
-Create a north-south pedestrian link between
streets where space permits
-Make circuit for wheel-toys within sidewalk
area
-Streets to form a series of loops/circuits
for easy vehicular access and minimum
backing
49
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Marney Street
Goal: Neighborhood "coherence"
Criteria:
-Streets should be clearly through-routes in
the same manner as existing streets in area
-All primary entrances, lobbies to be on street
-Street crossroads to be clearly emphasized
Pattern:
-New streets to be linked to old streets
-Other facilities such as shops and offices to
occur on street corners only, under apartments
apartments
-Build up apartment height at corners
Portland Street
50
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Parking
Whereas a street is an assembly of elements in
certain patterns which can take a variety of
physical forms, car parking and circulation are
more rigidly determined by dimensions. A single
car can be parked somewhere in the street or in
a side lot: 50 cars must be organized into
parking lots. There are a limited number of ef-
ficient parking configurations: perpendicular,
angled, or parallel to the access road, single-
or double-sided. Spaces must be a standard 9x18
foot minimum to accommodate all cars. Access
must either be in a loop in and out, or space must
be provided for safe backing out of spaces to
reverse direction. Roads must be 22 feet wide
for two-way traffic or 12 feet wide for traffic
in one direction.
52 Parking facilities can be extremely costly in
Underground Parking solution
Coldspring, Baltimore, Maryland
(Allen: 1978, P. 120)
land; if spaces are built into the housing units
they will be more expensive: if built into a
separate facility, either above or below ground,
an attendant will usually be required as well.
The number of parking spaces to be provided for
each dwelling unit depends on numerous factors,
including the size of the unit, the anticipated
resident "market," the availability of alterna-
tive transport, the proximity of necessary ser-
vices, and the cost of fuel as it affects trans-
port habits. Many of these are in a state of
flux and the future situation of a site and its
residents may be near impossible to predict. In
a central city site it may be possible to provide
53
"A tight arrangement of walk-up apartment
buildings on a limited urban site. This project
was still highly satisfactory: it was rated
fifth out of 37 on satisfaction with 'living
here.'"
(United States HUD: 1979, p. 5-7)
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a small number of spaces available at an extra
fee to those residents who decide to keep a car.
In an area of limited housing supply, like Cam-
bridge, people who would prefer one or more
off-street parking spaces for their unit may
accept having no assigned space simply because
they are glad to get any unit at all. When car
storage is expensive, frequently unsightly, and
potentially dangerous, planners may hope to
discourage car usage or minimize the importance
of the problem by giving parking convenience
(and amenity) low priority in development con-
cerns. In fact, car parking is one of the less
flexible demands on the site and it usually pays
to consider it early. -
It is the intention of this project to separate
bulk car storage from public street access.
Cars are permitted one-way on the streets as a
necessary component of access and street acti- O4HII
vity in the East Cambridge area. A small amount
of street parking is also allowed as a natural
extension of vehicular access. But the bulk of
the car parking occurs in protected inner park- } t
ing courts visible only to the relevant units.
N L 0-5 0
Site plan of "the development that was rated
highest on parking arrangements." (88% satis-
faction) from among 37 low income projects
(United States HUD: 1979, p. 5-20)
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For a modest scheme such as this it was assumed
that built parking spaces were by definition
too expensive, so all parking occurs on open
land. Sheltered parking spaces, unless inte-
grated directly into the unit, or surveyed by
an attendant, can also be antisocial and in-
secure places because cars cannot be seen from
unit windows. Because car access to the park-
inq lot will qenerate a good deal of activity,
every effort is made to limit this activity to
car driving residents only to prevent the
parking lot from duplicating the function of
the street. House numbers, decoration, plant-
ings, stoops, play space and car access all serve
to emphasize the street-side entrance to the
house. The driveway entrance to the parking
court is not immediately visible to outsiders;
access from court parking spaces to units is
through locked back gates and locked minor
56 entrance ways into apartment lobbies.
Parking Organization: Performance criteria
Goal: Parking space available for each unit at
minimum cost
Criteria:
-For high densities, parking layout must be
highly efficient
-No built parking spaces
Pattern:
-Each townhouse has an assigned space outside
its back gate; apartment residents park in
rear court or in parallel spaces on street
-All spaces to be labeled with unit number or
"visitor"
-Spaces to have ordinary asphalt street surface
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Goal: Parking security and convenience
Criteria:
-Assign spaces at reasonable distance from unit
and visible from unit windows
-Discourage public access to reach parking courts
Goal: Diminish potential of parking lot to
become public eyesore
-Hide most parking from public view
-Incorporate variations and visual relief into
parking layout
Goal: Prevent parking court entrance from
becoming main access point to units
Criteria:
-Disconnect townhouse living rooms and patios
from cars with garden wall and gate
-Build planters under rear apartment windows
-Emphasize street entrance
Pattern: Parking plan as illustrated
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Context: Images of Housing in Cambridge
and Boston
There exist many precedents, new and old, for
high-density housing design in the metropolitan
area surrounding the site. Greater Boston has
been the scene for some interesting new housing
design in the 1960's and 1970's. The city of
Cambridge has a wealth of housing architecture
of its own. The concern here is with the image
which these schemes present to the public: the T
M
materials, heights, roofliness, details, and
entrances.
9 R
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GROUND FLOOR
ownhouses and high-rise apartments
Lssion Park, Huntington Avenue, Boston
10
lission Park, Huntington Avenue, Boston
(Architectural Record: February 1978, p. 85)
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Townhouses
Mission Park, Huntington Avenue, Boston
Viviendas la Victoria
South End, Boston
Madison Park housing for
Lower Roxbury Community
Corporation
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Townhouses
Lincoln Woods, Lincoln
Site plan
Lincoln Woods, Lincoln
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Warren Gardens, Warren Street, Roxbury
(Thompsoni 1975, p. 104)
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The use of certain materials has all sorts of
connotations. Brick was used for generations
to build multi-occupancy buildings in cities:
masonry is sturdy and resistant to the hard
wear of multiple residents; it is fireproof,
and its mass provides acoustic isolation. It
bears at the same time the connotation of wealth
and that of institutional anonymity, as illus-
trated in the New Towne Court housing project,
whose negative image haunts all of East Cam-
bridge. If brick is to be used again for
large-scale housing schemes, it must be set off
to add quality to the scheme, as John Sharrat
has done for the Viviendas la Victoria, and not
to institutionalize it.
Apartment building
Magazine Street, Cambridge
New Towne Court housing proj ect 65
Faculty Row Housing
Linnaean Street, Cambridge
Rowhouses
Third Street, Cambridge
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Townhouses
Chauncy Street, Cambridge
Rowhouses
Magazine Street, Cambridge
I
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Charlesview housing
Harvard Street, Allston
(Rotch Visual Collections)
Unit plans
Charlesview housing
Harvard Street, Allston
(Zeisel: 1975, p. 9)
GROUND LEVEL
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An altogether different architectural language
of exposed concrete has been added to the
Cambridge housing stock by two Harvard-related
projects, Charlesview housing and Peabody
Terrace. This has, or did have, an intensely
fashionable academic association with the
architectural thinking of Josef Lluis Sert
(and ultimately Le Corbusier) which can be seen
in numerous new educational buildings at
Harvard University.
Peabody Terrace married student housing
Putnam Avenue, Cambridge
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Putnam Village townhouses
Putnam Avenue and Pearl Street, Cambridge
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Wood frame is the most common residential build-
ing form in Cambridge and certainly the least
expensive. Neat wood clapboard exteriors have
often been replaced by new aluminum siding which
does not require repainting, has a flat, tinny
look, and tends to dent easily. Harwell Homes
is a very successful assisted housing project
near the site in Cambridge which has aluminum
sided units of four or five different colors.
The alternative way of avoiding repainting,
that of using naturally weathering wood, is used
in the Faculty Row housing (with brick) and in
the Putnam Village scheme, but these axe ex-
ceptional. Most wooden housing, both new and
old, has painted horizontal clapboarding in the
old New England style, frequently with contrast-
ing trim.
Townhouses
Hurley Street, Cambridge
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Harwell Homes
Columbia Street, Cambridge
Townhouses
Inman Street, Cambridge
72
!Lilac Court townhouses
Portland Street, Cambridge
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Construction section, River Howard
Howard Street, Cambridge
(GBCD: 1980, p. 20)
Where maintenance is likely to be difficult or
minimal, as for publicly owned rental units,
using painted clapboarding may create problems.
Ten years after construction the flaking paint
on the Lower Roxbury Community Corporation
housing in Madison Park downgrades the appear-
ence of this otherwise admirable scheme. If
adequate maintenance can be obtained, then the
use of different shades of paint is an inexpen-
sive and rather elegant way of differentiating
adjacent units. This has been beautifully done
in the 1973 refurbishment of the Warren Gardens
scheme in Roxbury and in the new River Howard
houses in Cambridge.
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The Site and the Program
The site forms the eastern edge of the Wellington
Harrington Urban Renewal Area in East Cambridge.
It is bounded on the east by the Boston and
Albany Railroad line running out from Boston's
North Station, along behind MIT, to the Boston
University bridge. This railway was built in
the mid-19th Century, across what was then tidal
mud flats, at the base of, and in the geometry
of the grid of streets surrounding the Middlesex
County Court House in East Cambridge. The rail-
road spawned numerous industrial developments
along its route many of which are now in decline.
The line itself is in poor condition and used
only for slow moving freight cars some 5 or 6
times a week.
The northern portion of the site (approximately
5.2 acres) was acquired by the Cambridge
(Cambridge Community Development Department:
1978, p. 2)
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21. Natural Conditions.
The toned land area approximates the existing ten-foot flood
zone.
(Cambridge Community Development Department:
1978, p. 9)
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Redevelopment Authority (CRA) in the 1960's and
various old industrial installations cleared
away. The lower portion (some 4.8 acres) re-
tains some old warehouse buildings and is part
of the American Woven Hose Company, whose main
location is the complex to the south on the
other side of Binney Street.. This industrial
site has been in various stages of disuse and
decline, and has just been bought for redevelop-
ment as a large office and research facility.
The site is a long trapezoid: at its northern
tip, on Cambridge Street, a new Catholic Church
has been built on part of the CRA land. The
western boundary of the site is Portland Street,
a reasonably important thoroughfare linking MIT,
Main Street, Broadway, Hampshire Street and
Cambridge Street, north and south. On the Port-
land Street side the site faces a residential
neighborhood of detached houses and triple-
decker apartments typical of working class East
Cambridge. The existing density in this area
has been estimated at some 36 units per acre,
although the structures were of course built
before modern housing standards came into effect,
and there is no provision for off-street parking
in more than the occasional instance.
There is a severe housing shortage in Cambridge
at present. This situation is exacerbated by
the numbers of students, at Harvard, MIT, etc.
who are willing to make do with very poor
housing for the short time they are here, the
high property taxes, and the near impossibility
of building new modest rental property for a
profit in an area of rent controls. It is far
beyond the scope of this project to tackle
these problems in detail. The point is to
establish that there is considerable reason to
sponsor some modest units to add to the present
Corner of Haxdwick Street and Portland Street
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23. Existing Land Use
(Buildings not keyed are presently vacant.)
Residential
/ Retail, Office, Hotel, Service
Institutional and Governmental
Industry, Research and Development, Warehousing, Construction
T Transit
P Structured Parking
U Utilities
(Cambridge Community Development Department:
1978, p. 10)
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inadequate housing stock, and a site already
owned by the CRA, bordering on a stable resi-
dential area, seems a justifiable place to do
this.
In addition to the demand for housing in Cam-
bridge at large, East Cambridge is now under-
going a major transition from the industrial
development generally incompatible with housing,
to office, research, commercial and leisure
activities for which nearby residential areas
are both desirable and frequently necessary.
Thirty acres of new office, retail, housing and
wharf development is projected for the East
Cambridge Riverfront under a Urban Development
Action Grant (UDAG) sponsored by the City Office
of Community Development. A major research
center is to be built on MIT's 29-acre Simplex
site (MIT, School of Architecture and Planning,
Total Studio: 1979). A series of office towers,
a new subway station, and a hotel are at the
beginning stages of construction as part of the
CRA-sponsored Cambridge Center development in
Kendall Square. The redevelopment of the
American Woven Hose complex on Portland Street
has clearly been spurred on by this new Kendall
Square development. And across the street, a
new Italian Cultural Center is scheduled to be
built by the Societa Dante 'Alighieri. The
Society is developing the northern part of its
site for 23 townhouses called Lilac Court. The
construction of these units, designed by Halasz
and Halasz, is nearing completion.
Draper Laboratories and Cambridge Center
Development in Kendall Square from the American
Woven House Company premises
81i
(MIT Total Studio: 1979, p- 12)
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When this thesis project was begun in the
Reijenga/Halasz studio in Fall 1980, the site was
zoned for intense commercial and industrial de-
velopment with a permissible floor area ratio of
four. It has recently been learned that the
city is re-zoning the northern portion for
residential development. Arrangements have been
made to lease the old industrial buildings on
the southern part of the site to an antique
dealer. Clearly the area is destined to be
quickly transformed from an industrial wasteland.
Sources
Cambridge Community Development Department.
East Cambridge Riverfront Plan. May 1978.
Discussion with David Vickery, Assistant City
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1981.
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Design Analysis and Land Use Control Strategy.
1977.
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16 December, 1980 (Halasz Studio).
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The Program
The design program calls for a mixture of resi-
dential units, from four-bedroom townhouses to
efficiency apartments, set out to form city
blocks. The enclosed courtyards contain
private outdoor spaces and most of the parking.
The blocks have apartments along their width,
townhouses along the sides; blocks are open on
the fourth side to the service road along the
railway line so that no units face directly
onto it. The outer edge of the blocks has
all the entrances and lobbies and some primarily
pedestrian areas, all incorporated into a street
network. The target density is 30 units per
acre and the car parking ratio is to be at
least 90%. As the site is Urban Renewal land,
a portion of the units ought to be designated,
in the public interest, for low-income subsidized
tenants; the rest of the housing is aimed some-84
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where near the bottom of the ownership market.
271 units are provided as follows:
41 efficiency apartments
122 2-bedroom apartments
21 2-bedroom rental units
57 3-bedroom townhouses
30 4-bedroom townhouses
For whom is this housing? Although it is an
underlying premise of this thesis that higher
density housing will become the norm for most
families in the future, the design is aimed only
in part at families with children because of the
obvious deficiencies in services (Schools, trans-
port, shopping) in East Cambridge. There exists
nonetheless a huge demand for housing in Cam-
bridge for families and people at other stages
of life: 1) singles (students, blue collar and
professional) linked to the universities, Draper
Laboratories, the new Kendall Square develop-
ments, etc., living alone or in groups.
2) Young childless working couples who want an
86
efficient, time-saving home. 3) Couples with
pre-school children seeking a stepping-stone to
the suburbs. 4) Lower-income families who
cannot afford the housing or the lifestyle of
the suburbs. 5) "Empty-nesters" with profes-
sional connections to Cambridge/Boston.
6) Elderly.
Two design solutions have been explored for the
site. In the preliminary scheme virtually all
ground floor units were townhouses except at
block corners where there was no space for back-
yards. Apartments occured around stairwells at
the corners, and horizontally above the town-
houses on the third floor. This had the advan-
tages of intermixing apartments and townhouses
over the site, and producing a reasonably high
density of some 35 units per acre. However, to
satisfy requirements for escape stairs, some
ground floor space along the lengths of the
_ _ _ _ _ n [L ]0 u u uuUuL i juub
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3rd Floor
Distribution of apartment s
PRELUMNARY SCHEME
blocks had to be used, not for townhouses, but
for additional vertical access to apartments.
The double-loaded corridor of upstairs apart-
ments required a greater building width than the
townhouses below, and the consequent overlook
from upstairs units tended to minimize outdoor
privacy for townhouse residents. All the build-
digs had to be of heavy masonry and concrete
plank construction to ensure acoustic privacy,
whereas this expense could have been avoided for
a simple row of townhouses.
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The second scheme is considerably simplified.
It is separated into apartment buildings and
townhouses which are attached only with party
walls. This is of course a much more conven-
tional arrangement and the density achieved over
the whole site is down to about 27 units per
acre. The apartments are concentrated along
Portland Street and the circulation patterns of
apartment residents , from the entrance lobbies
on Portland Street and the parking courts, are
not likely to involve as much mixing with the
townhouse residents in the side streets.
The conclusion, if a three-month exploration on
this scale can be said to reach a conclusion,
would be that the two distinct housing forms,
family-type houses and apartments, are better
placed adjacent to each other than intermixed
within the same building structure. While
complexity and circulation "gymnastics" are
conceptually more interesting, the simpler solu-
tion makes the most sense for this site, in this
context. Further exploration might well reveal
more sophisticated ways of mixing houses and
apartments and still achieve the same goals.
The study also illustrates the limitations of
judging designs by the number of units achieved
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per acre. Spreading a thin layer of apartments
throughout the site, as was done in the first
scheme, produced only a small increase in den-
sity. It proved actually more efficient to
cluster apartments in all-apartment buildings.
The density of the second scheme is lower in
part because of the higher proportion of two-
bedroom apartments. If half of these were
split to form two less desirable efficiencies,
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without otherwise altering the scheme, the
density would climb to nearly 34 units per acre.
Likewise, if the second scheme were limited to
the northern CRA-owned portion of the site, the
density would increase to over 32 units per acre
because of the higher proportion of Portland
Street apartment buildings and the diminished
length of the townhouse rows.
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Perhaps it is fair to say that for housing in
general the simple, conventional designs are
frequently worth considering. There may be
greater opportunity for small-scale, local
variation with a simple unifying structure. It
is, for example, much easier to manipulate
simple rowhouses along a street edge than it is
to juggle complex townhouse/apartment buildings.
small variations in detail in a place like
Boston's Back Bay have almost more strength by
virtue of the repeating simplicity of the basic
layout.
A person's house should indeed be personalized
and distinguishable from others' houses, but it
should also have an image of security that is
readily comprehensible to outsiders and to the
inevitable future residents. It must last after
those for whom it was built are gone. Inexpensive
housing on a large scale is not the place for
strong statements of architectural ego. Good
housing needs very careful layout, and designs of
simple elegance which will let variations in
detail and residents' personalities shine
through.
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